


Introduction

In 2000, while recuperating from extensive knee surgery, 
I experienced a compelling feeling to get a blank piece of 
paper and take a pen in my non-dominant hand. Words 
flowed and poetic writings revealed themselves. There 
was no intent to write a book. No conscious awareness 
of a message. It wasn’t until I returned to seeing patients, 
eighteen months after surgery, that I realized how these 
writings would support transformational shift. What be-
gan happening was fascinating. During an appointment, 
a patient would share something troubling and I would 
realize there was a piece in the collection that would sup-
port their concern. Regardless the question, there was al-
ways a piece that was directly helpful. Over time patients 
began reporting positive shifts in their daily lives and that 
they felt the potent medicine contained in these writings. 
This is how Seeing With Heart™ began.

These writings stand alone and can be used for daily af-
firmations. Also, you may feel to take the Seeing With 
Heart journey by reading Me, Finally, through a one-to-
one experience or attending a retreat. For additional in-
formation visit www.seeingwithheart.com.
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SESSION ONE

Embrace the Possibility

The Following Words

Walk Straight into the Mystery

From Within
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the following words

The following words flow as feelings, not thoughts, from the 
quiet place – the place where all is one. These words are not “mine,” 
yet they have the illusion of flowing through me. Instead, they are 
core truths that resonate from within each of us. If I felt they were 
mine, the possibility for receiving them would be not.

To fully know these truths, we must step aside and authentically 
embrace the possibility of non-ownership. Only in this way are we 
open to all there is, which is only love, and only then will love flow 
over all in a way that one only dreams possible.

Now is the time to embrace the possibility – the possibility of  
Seeing With Heart.
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walk straight into the mystery

Walk straight into the mystery in all of its majesty 
and fully embrace that which frightens you the most.

Surrender. Let go.

Disregard the expectations of others 
(the voices that attempt to bleed your soul) 
by offering an unbounded outwardly flowing stream  
of unconditional loving kindness.

In your heart, know that the universe always shows up perfectly,  
reminding you that some of your most important nourishment  
will come from that which tastes awful.

Openly embrace change, as it is not only inevitable – it is life, 
providing us the opportunity to see beyond 
the limited abilities of our ordinary eyes; 
to see that for our spirits to be at peace, they must be at home. 

Letting go is the way home, the way back into the stillness. 
The place where the miracle is the ordinary not the exceptional. 

The place of bliss.
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from within

From within 
the place of 
without expectation, 
the universe manifests  
expanding peace and harmony,  
always and in all ways.
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www.seeingwithheart.com for more information.




